
3D Printing Fundamental Concepts:
From the Bottom UP!

Congratulations on your new 3D Printer! As complicated as it looks, the machine is simple in its goals
and operation. It’s job is to draw hot plastic pictures, and stack them up to produce a 3d object. Think of
your printer as a hot glue gun with a robot attached…

+
If I handed you a glue gun, and asked you to 3d print a pyramid on a flat surface… you could start by

drawing a square, letting it cool, then drawing another slightly smaller square on top. Repeat this process, and
you have yourself a 3d printed hot-glue pyramid!

- Your printer has ONE GOAL
- To turn 3D designs into MOVEMENTS, which will produce 3D object
- The actual work of creating movements which draw hot plastic pictures, is done with  software

called a slicer

- Your printer can sense things like:
- Temperature, Home position (X0, Y0, Z0)
- It can read .gcode files

- Your printer can do things like:
- Heat the hotend, and the bed to specific temperatures
- Move the build plate forward and backward (Y axis)
- Move the hotend left and right (X axis)
- Move the hotend up and down (Z axis)
- Feed the filament into or out of the hotend at a set rate



3D Printer

3D Design
- Download

- Just download, slice, and print!
- Thingiverse, Yeggi, or other model-sharing websites

- Modification
- Download and Modify or customize files for your use, or for sharing

- Creation
- Some of these platforms run in the cloud*, in a web-browser window (Google Chrome is

recommended)!
- Primitive modeling with positive and negative shapes using TinkerCAD*
- “Parametric” or professional engineering software like, OnShape*, Fusion 360, SolidWorks

Slicing
Featured Slicer: Cura

- Install Cura, add your machine, load your 3d model (in .stl or .obj file format), and preview with default
slicer settings

- Save your file to an sd card (in .gcode file format), place the card in the printer, select your file and click
print… that’s it!



Printing Considerations: The Trifecta of 3DP

- Adhesion
- Level the bed, with proper spacing to the hotend nozzle
- If your prints are not adequately sticking, clean the build plate using alcohol, or soap and water

and let dry
- If you have a challenging print, you may add a raft or brim in the slicer, add a thin layer of glue

from a gluestick on the build plate, or both!
- Support

- Ensure your model is printable! We cannot print hot plastic over nothing: it will droop. Thankfully,
the slicer will generate support material which we can preview, adding support where it is
needed

- The default settings usually do a good job of this
- Infill

- Your print is not solid! It might look and feel solid, but adding infill allows us to use less material,
and save time when we make our prints.

- Infill can be adjusted to make the print as solid as needed, or even entirely hollow (if the
structure can be adequately supported during the printing process)

-


